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1076 NADI SANGAM SCHOOL 

WEEKLY HOME STUDY PACKAGE #5 (Solution) 

SUBJECT : English                                                       YEAR/ LEVEL : 3 

STRAND    Writing and Shaping  

CONTENT LEARNING OUTCOME Construct legible and logical images, 

sentences and paragraphs to express ideas. 

TOPIC Conjunctions 

  

Conjunctions  

Some words are used to join other words or parts of a sentence. These words are called joining 

word or conjunctions.  

Example 

1. The players were small but strong.                                

2. I like cakes and candies. 

3. The plant died because we forgot to water it. 

( but  ,    and ,  because , are conjunctions ) 

 

Activity 

Join these word pairs using and. 

1.  Up , down    Up and Down                           Here  ,   there    Here and there 

2.  Cats  ,  dogs   Cats and dogs                          Safe   ,   sound   Safe  and sound 

 

Join these word pairs using but. 

1. Tired ,  safe    Tired but safe              Hungry  ,   happy    Hungry but happy 

2. Slow  ,  sure  Slow but sure              Gone  ,  not forgotten  Gone but not forgotten 

 

 

Join these sentences using because. 

 

1. We ate lunch in the shade. It was hot. 

We ate lunch in the shade because it was hot. 

2. We could not go out. It was raining. 

We could not go out because it was raining. 
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NADI SANGAM SCHOOL 
WEEKLY HOME STUDY PACKAGE # 8  - SOLUTION 

SUBJECT: MATHEMATICS 
YEAR 3 

 

ANSWERS FOR THIS LESSON WILL VARY, THUS ALL YOUR MEASUREMENTS WILL BE ACCEPTED. 
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1076 NADI SANGAM SCHOOL 

WEEKLY HOME STUDY PACKAGE #5(SOLUTION) 

SUBJECT: HEALTHY LIVING                                                      YEAR/ LEVEL: 3 

STRAND   3 Safety 
CONTENT LEARNING OUTCOME Being safe at all times. 
TOPIC Safety while playing 

      

Activity 

1. Name some safe games? 
Indoor games, badminton. 
 

2. State some safety rules while playing? 
 Do not fight while playing. 
Do not throw any objects or stones at any body. 
Report all the accidents to the teacher immediately. 
. 

3. Why should you not play in a crowded playground? 
You should not play in a crowded because you can get hurt easily. 
 

4. Name some objects that can cause injury? 
Garden tools, sharp stones, tree roots and broken bottles and tins. 
 

5. You should always wait for your turn. 
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1076 NADI SANGAM SCHOOL 
LESSON NOTES (WORKSHEET 5) 

SUBJECT: HINDI     YEAR/ LEVEL:3 
STRAND Reading and Viewing 
CONTENT LEARNING OUTCOME Recognize that written materials are 

representatives of real and imaginary 
experiences.  

TOPIC 
Comprehension  (पाठ-बोधन ) 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

अ ास 

  १. िकतनी िचिड़या है ? 

क. एक   ख. दो 
 

२. िचिड़या का नाम िकया है ? 

क.  बुलबुल   ख. कोयल 
 

३. िचिड़या का रंग ा है ? 

क.  लाल   ख. काला 
 

४. कोयल िकया खाती है ? 

क.  फल   ख. फूल 
 

५. कोयल             के पेड़ पर रहती है। 

क. आम   ख. इमली 

एक च ड़या है। च ड़या का नाम कोयल है। कोयल का रंग काला होता है । कोयल 

आम के पेड़ पर रहती है। कोयल अपना ध सल नह ं बनाती है। कोयल फल खाती है। 
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1076 NADI SANGAM SCHOOL 

WEEKLY HOME STUDY PACKAGE #5(SOLUTION) 

SUBJECT: SOCIAL STUDIES                                                       YEAR/ LEVEL: 3 

STRAND   3 Money 
CONTENT LEARNING OUTCOME Demonstrate the importance of saving. 
TOPIC Spending and saving money. 

      

 

 

Activity 

  

1. What is income?   Money received as salary or wages is regarded as income. When you 
work for someone and in return they give you money for the work you have done is 
called income. 
 

2. How can you save money? 
By doing budget that is planning to save money. 
 

3. If you have $5 and buy an ice-cream for $2. The how much is your savings? 
$5 - $2 = $3 $3 is the savings. 
 

4. Why is it important to save money? 
So that you ca use that money in your hard times and to secure your future. 
 

5. What is budget? 
it is a plan to save money. 
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1076 NADI SANGAM SCHOOL 

WEEKLY HOME STUDY PACKAGE #5 (Solution) 

SUBJECT : Elementary Science                                                       YEAR/ LEVEL : 3 

STRAND   3 Energy 

CONTENT LEARNING OUTCOME Demonstrate the concept of energy and 

explain its importance 

TOPIC Conductors and Insulators 
      

Lesson Notes 

1. A conductor is a material that allows heat to pass through it. 

Example 

Iron nails  

Metal spoons                   

Copper wire 

Cooking pots 

                     
 

2. Some materials do not conduct heat.These material are called insulators. 

Example                                             

Chalk                                                                             

Cloth 

Rubber     

 
Activity 

Test the objects below and find out whether they are conductors or insulators.List them in 

correct boxes. 

 

 

 

                                                                      

 

 

 

key                     plastic spoon                nail               toy car             pencil           coin 

Conductors 

Key 

Nail 

Coin  

 

 

Insulators 

Plastic spoon 

Toy car 

Pencil 
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